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Let pA be the the k th eigenvalue for the Neumann boundary value problem with 
respect to the Laplace operator on a bounded domain R with piecewise smooth 
boundary in R”. Weyl’s asymptotic formula states that lc,, c C,(k/V(Q))2:“. We aim 
to give an upper bound for partial sums x:-, p, of eigenvalues. Our bound 
depends only on the volume of Q and is to some extent asymptotically correct for 
any domain R. Because of the analogy between the problems of obtaining lower 
bounds for Dirichlet eigenvalues and upper bounds for Neumann eigenvalues 
(cf. G. Polya, Proc. London Marh. Sue. (3) 11 (1961). 419433) we can adapt 
the technique used by Li and Yau (Commun. Math. Phys. 88 (1983). 309318) for 
the task of estimating Dirichlet eigenvalues. i“ 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
If Q is a bounded domain with piecewise smooth boundary in R” we 
consider the eigenvalue problem 
and 
E 0. 
Since the Neumann spectrum of -A is discrete, the eigenvalues can be 
increasingly ordered as follows: 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let 52 he a bounded domain with piecewise smooth boundary 
in R”. Suppose that O=,u, <uz<u3< ... <uk+, are thefirst k+ 1 eigen- 
values qf Q for the Neumann boundary value problem. Then 
pk+lG inf 
(rrr+ ‘/(n + 2))(A(S; ‘1 v(Q)) - (2n)” Z:=, p, 
r>Zn(nk..(A(.S;-‘I~lf2,I,” (r”,In)A(.S-‘) V(Q)- (2n)“k 
where A(Sy - ‘) denotes the areo of the (n - 1 )-unit sphere in R” and V(Q) 
the volume ofQ. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of the theorem the following 
inequality holds: 
2a 
k(” + 2j.n for every k. 
/=I 
Remark. Li and Yau proved in [2] that the right-hand side of the 
above inequality is a lower bound for the corresponding sum of Dirichlet 
eigenvalues. We recall that Weyl’s asymptotic formula yields that the ratio 
of both sides of the above inequality tends to I as k -+ 00 (cf. [2]). 
Proof: The assertion follows immediately from the above theorem if we 
set 
n(k + 1) 
> 
I;n 
r-2n 
A(.y)V(Q) 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions qf 
inequality holds: 
pk+,B(F)2’n(2n)2(iA(S; ‘)V(Q)) 
the theorem the following 
2.‘n 
k ?/” for every k. 
Proof The assertion follows immediately from the above theorem if we 
estimate C:=, pj below by 0 and if we set 
n(n + 2)k 
> 
Lh 
r=2n 
2A(S; ‘) V(Q) 
Proof oj the theorem. Let { 4j} fL , b e a set of orthonormal eigenfunc- 
tions for the eigenvalues p,, . . . . pk. We consider the function defined by 
@k(X, Y) E i #,(-r)4j(Y) for x, 1’ E Q. 
I‘ I 
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The projection of h,(y) = c?(‘.~> onto the subspace of L*(Q) spanned by 
4 I, . . . . #k can be written in terms of the Fourier transform d,+ of Qi, with 
respect to the x-variable: 
i e”=.“@k(x, I’) dx= (27r)“‘%J(& J). R 
Hence, an upper bound for pk, , is given by 
here B, stands for the ball with radius r and center 0 in R” for an arbitrary 
r with r > 27~(nk/(A(S7~-‘) V(Q))““. We have 
-2Re H (VJU’) - (W”‘*4(z, Y)), V,.K2n)“‘24(z, y))) dy dz B, Q 
42n)"j j IV,d',(z, y)l* dy dz. 
B. R 
Note that the second term on the right-hand side vanishes since 
Ii B, D (V,(h,(y)-(2n)“‘2~k(~, ~)),Vy(6j(z)dj(~))) &dz 
Moreover, the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation can 
easily be calculated as follows: 
jB jQ Iv,Uy)12dWz= j 
n+2 
I B, 
lz12 WW-=&4S-l)W). 
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In order to simplify the notation we restrict ourselves henceforth to the 
case that A(S? ‘) V(Q) = (27~)“. 
Finally, 
(27c)” J j IV,.6k(Z, Y)12 dY dz 
B, R 
= -(2n)“] j ( i J,tz)4jCY))( i dy6j(z)9i(Y))dydz 
B, R j= I ,=I 
= (27ry i lJj(Z)12 dz. 
j-1 
On the other hand, 
My) - w”‘24k Y)12 dY dz 
= j j Ih,(Y)12 dY dz - (2x1” ( 
B, 0 
j i lJj(Z)12 14,(y)12 dY dz 
& 0, = , 
= (2~r)“G-(2n)” i j IJj(Z)l’dZ. 
,=I Br 
Thus, 
We are now ready to prove the assertion of the theorem under the induc- 
tion assumption that 
pk G 
r” + ‘/(n + 2) - x;= : /lj 
P/n - (k - 1) 
It follows that 
~k,(rn+2/(n+2)-~:_:lli)-lfk 
(P/n-(k- l))- 1 ’ 
Because of O<J,, lJj(z)12 dz-c 1, we can conclude that 
~~~~~j(l-~e,l~j(Z)12dz)~~“+*l(n+2)-C~=~~j 
c;=, (1 - jB, 1#,(# dz) F/n - k . 
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Hence 
tr”+‘ltn + 2)-Etc 1 P-J'/) +I;= I Pj(' -$B, Idj(z)12 dz) 
(r"ln-k)+E~= 1 (I -jB, 14ji(z)12 dz) 
< 
r”+2/(n+2)-~;=, p, 
P/n-k ’ 
This completes the proof. 
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